Parents: Drop off and Pick up may be done either in the front or the back following the procedures below.



WCPC parent vehicles must be out of
the bus loop from 7:30—7:55 am.



WCPC drop off will continue to happen
in the front of the building in the gravel
lot between 7:30—7:55 am.



WCMS drop off will be in the back of
the Middle School, off Washington
Street from 7:30—7:55 am.



Follow the arrows on the pavement to
ensure steady flow of traffic.



Pull forward so cars can enter drop off
area, gravel lot.



Pull forward so cars can enter the drop
off area.



Staff (3) will be available to assist and
supervise the drop off process.



Staff (3) will be available to assist and
supervise the drop off process.



Please be courteous to staff as they
perform their duties



Please be courteous to staff as they
perform their duties.



10 minute parking available for late
drop off.



Late drop offs must enter the front of
the Middle School at 7:55 am or later.



WCPC pick up will continue to happen
in the front of the building in the gravel
lot.



WCMS pick up will be in the back of the
Middle School, off Washington Street,
after 3:13 pm.



Pull forward so cars can enter pick up
area, gravel lot.



Follow the arrows on the pavement to
ensure steady flow of traffic.



Staff will walk all students out to the
gravel lot for pick up. Parents are asked
not to come to the Primary Center
doors.



Pull forward so cars can enter pick up
area.



Middle School walkers and parent pick
up will be dismissed to the Multipurpose Room at 3:13 pm., at the back
of the cafeteria.



All parent vehicles must be out of the
bus loop from 2:55—3:30 p.m.



Staff (3) will be available to assist and
supervise the pick up process.



Please be courteous to staff as they
perform their duties.



PK and K pick ups will begin at 2:55 pm.
1st—4th grade pick ups will be at 3:00
pm.



All parent vehicles must be out of the
bus loop from 2:55—3:30 p.m.



Staff (3) will be available to assist and
supervise the pick up process.



Please be courteous to staff as they
perform their duties.

Additional Information:
Fencing is scheduled for installation between the gravel student drop off/pick up area and the bus loop.
The fencing will be installed from the gravel student drop off/pick up area to the Primary Center Main
Entrance Canopy Area, excluding the walking trail path in that area. This is to ensure student safety..

Please call the Board Office if you need assistance, 304-275-4279.

